PRE VENTIVE MAINTENANCE
SOF T WARE

MAKE BETTER DECISIONS WITH THE
RIGHT INFORMATION AT THE RIGHT TIME
∞

Record and access critical PM data across multiple locations. All PM information resides in
one place and can be associated with multiple assets throughout Maintenance Connection.

∞

Monitor unlimited amounts of manufacturer related specifications and metrics to make
better decisions about how and when PMs are performed. Moreover, procedures can be
associated to these work orders, providing valuable task instructions, estimated materials
and critical documentation.

∞

Keep your team and operations aligned by providing a single source of PM information for
all stakeholders across the maintenance organization.

IMPROVE UTILIZATION OF YOUR NUMBER
ONE ASSET: YOUR STAFF
∞

Stay abreast of PM work and the status of team assignments. Balance workloads when
scheduling preventive maintenance using Maintenance Connection’s PM Balancer.

∞

Save man hours and improve prioritization of work through sophisticated monitoring of
equipment and assets, such as basing PMs off cycle counts.

∞

Never fall behind. Avoid missing deadlines--especially for regulatory compliance—with
system-generated email notifications when a new PM is coming due.
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Preventive Maintenance (PM) equips you with valuable insights to save time and money.
Easily create schedules, track procedures, set maintenance routines, balance workloads,
and more with auto-generated schedules and PM notifications.

SAVE TIME AND REDUCE REPETITION
WITH ADVANCED PM CAPABILITIES
∞

Easily plan for work to be performed through automation. For example, PM schedules can
trigger auto-generated work orders. And, planners have access to a range of automatic
assignments, procedures and dispatching options.

∞

Create PM schedules at varying frequencies. Maintenance Connection provides a
wide variety of options for scheduled maintenance, including seasonal and temporary
scheduling. Moreover, you can set PM frequency based on parameters such as meter
readings or hours.

∞

Automate PMs based on equipment use. And, specify alternate timing for different
procedures on the same PM. With advanced features and flexibility, Maintenance
Connection supports and adapt to your unique requirements.

“Having come from two other
CMMS system MC is hands down the
best, from PMs all the way down to
inventory and especially tech support.”
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